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THE BOY WHO JUMPED OFF THE TRAIN
MALKA ADLER

THE SECRET JEWISH SOLDIER
IRIT KEYNAN

The child-friendly, illustrated rendition of
Malka Adler’s acclaimed The Brothers of
Auschwitz.
When Nazis barge into Itzhak’s home one
day and force him to separate from his entire family, he is left feeling scared and alone.
With no one to talk to and no one to look
after him, Itzhak knows that he will have to
be strong – and very brave – to survive the
war and be reunited with his family. But can
he manage to do it on his own?

At the height of World War II, Yaakov-Jacques
Kalderon is a Jewish soldier fighting for the
Yugoslavian army. When he falls captive Yaakov knows that in order to survive, he will
have to hide his identity from even the closest of allies.
Years later, Kalderon’s daughter happens
upon an old diary. As she works to interpret
it, the truth of her father’s incredible story
finally begins to come to light. It is a tale of
strength, resilience, and miraculous escapes
from death.

BENEATH THE WINDS OF WAR
POLA WAWER

SURVIVING THE FOREST
ADIVA GEFFEN

Pola Wawer is on the cusp of a promising career when her home city of Vilnius is invaded
by Nazi forces. With her husband taken by
the Gestapo, Pola flees the city in pursuit of
safety.
Met at every turn with persecution and hate,
Pola finally finds salvation in the most unexpected of places – among the countryside
villages, home of the windmills of her father’s
design.
But safety is fleeting, and devastating tragedies lie in wait.

Shurka was a happy woman who lived a fairytale life with her husband and their two children in their idyllic village in Poland. Or so
they thought…
When WWII breaks out, their happiness
comes to a brutal end. The family is forced
to flee their home and escape into the dark
forest, hoping to survive.
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MY DAUGHTER’S KEEPER
ADIVA GEFFEN

THE COMMANDANT’S DOG
SHMUEL DAVID

In the midst of World War II, a bond forms
between Rachel and Irena, sisters not by
blood but by a joint tragic fate. But as times
become darker and more desperate, Rachel
and Irena are forced to part. Through the
hardships and the sufferings of the Holocaust, the two women must face hunger, fear,
loss, and the most painful of goodbyes, never
giving up hope of a happier future.

World War II is raging and Yula is transferred
with her mother to a Nazi labor camp. The
conditions in the camp are unbearable and
Yula’s mother is unable to survive, leaving her
alone to fight for her life. However, she makes
a surprising new ally – Ziggy, the ferocious
dog of the camp commandant. Motivated by
a fierce will to live and Ziggy’s unexpected assistance, Yula will do anything to hold onto
life.

LALECHKA
AMIRA KEIDAR

RESISTANCE GIRL
HASSIA KNAANI

The book follows Lalechka, a little girl born
into the chaos of war and Holocaust and
forced to struggle with the reversals of fortune that lead her time and time again into
foreign and terrifying regions. But, beyond
that, it is the story of the true friendship
between three girls in early 20th century
Poland, a friendship that refuses to cower
before government dictates. An astonishing
manifestation of loyalty and courage.

After her father and brother are brutally murdered at the height of World War II, 17-yearold Chaya and her mother are banished to the
ghetto. Chaya manages to escape unseen and
meets a young partisan man; his inspiring
stories of heroics awaken a desire to join the
fighting in the forest. Many fall victims to the
long and hard months of fighting, but Chaya and Yehuda persevere and develop a deep
emotional connection through the struggles.
Will they survive the inferno and regain their
lives?
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THE PARISIAN DANCER
DORON DARMON

THE BOY FROM BLOCK 66
LIMOR REGEV

Paris, 1939. Helena is a talented dancer in
Paris’ bohemian quarter.
Her life is worlds apart from that of Marek
and Annette, the young Jewish couple and
their two little boys who live in the apartment above. Then, one day, Marek disappears. And everything changes.
Soon, Helena is vowing to keep and protect
the boys as though they were her own. But
as the Nazis strengthen their hold on the city,
the beautiful dancer may not be enough to
protect the boys, and herself, from what is to
come.

Moshe steps off the train at Buchenwald concentration camp with several hundred other
children. Having endured the horrors of Auschwitz-Birkenau, Moshe has seen more than
his share of tragedy. At Buchenwald, Block 66
is to be Moshe’s new home. But when just a
short time later, the Germans decide to send
the camp’s inmates to their death, they are not
prepared for Buchenwald’s secret resistance,
which rises up with one mission: to protect
the camp’s children from harm.

THE BERLIN GIRL’S DIARY
TZVIA GOLAN

UNDERNEATH A CHANGING SKY
YARON RESHEF

From the moment she steps off the train at
Auschwitz, Eva Reich has to fight for her survival. In the work camps of Nazi-occupied
Poland she experiences cruelty and hatred,
but also kindness and bravery – from the people she least expected. Years later, a mysterious diary emerges – the diary of Eva Reich.
It tells an unspoken story hidden for years
through war, estrangement, and even death.

When Syma decides to leave home and embark on an adventure in a strange land, she
cannot imagine what will be. Daily life in Palestine is far from comfortable and the reality
of living the Zionist dream while embarking
on a love affair is agonizing. She chooses to
leave everything behind and sails back home,
to Poland. But when WWII breaks out and
the situation in Europe goes from bad to
worse, Syma will have to reevaluate her decisions.
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THE NEIGHBOR FROM BERGEN BELSEN
YAAKOV BARZILAI

HUNGARIAN JEW
MOSHE KACZ

11-year-old Yaakov and his family are forced
out of their home into the unknown. They
find themselves in the ghetto, living under
impossible conditions, until they are banished by the Nazis to Bergen Belsen concentration camp, to what might be their final
destination. A unique story about the unyielding love of a mother, about faith in God,
and the naïve perspective of a child in the
most challenging of times.

Following the wishes of his missing father,
Moshe leads his mother and younger sister
hand-in-hand into the Budapest Ghetto. At
15 years old, Moshe must keep his fractured,
terrified family together at the height of the
Nazi occupation – relying on his wits, willpower, and an insurmountable amount of
luck to survive.

THE LOST GIRL FROM BELZEC
RAVIT RAUFMAN

A CHILD WITHOUT A SHADOW
SHAUL HAREL

When little Ruthie and her mother are taken
to Belzec extermination camp in the midst
of World War II, Ruthie’s mother knows that
her daughter’s life is in grave danger. Desperate, she will do anything to save her from the
terrible fate that awaits her, even at the cost
of her own life. But she will have to act fast
if she wants to give her daughter a chance of
survival.

The moving story of Professor Shaul Harel’s
life from darkness to light, from Holocaust
survivor to world expert in pediatric neurology and child development. This book reveals his story, from his time as a child in the
Holocaust, through his immigration to Israel,
the choice to study medicine, and finally the
mark he has made in the field of pediatric
neurology and child development in Israel
and in the world.
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THE GIRL ON THE TRACKS
DAVID KEIDAR

EVERYTHING SHE LEFT BEHIND
NAAMA LEVY EYLAM

As German boots march over the Romanian
countryside on their way to Soviet Russia,
a young Jewish girl makes a courageous escape towards a better future. At a time where
countless men and women try to survive the
death trains, 15-year-old Tatiana attempts to
board one… to freedom. With a clear destination in mind, her life depends on her unwavering willingness to face hatred and discrimination from all sides. If she can survive
the winter.

In 1945 Austria, 19-year-old Klara and her
family are banished to the harsh conditions
of a Nazi labor camp. Strong-willed and resilient, Klara refuses to give up hope and does
everything in her power to survive. Years
later, the delivery of a mysterious letter sets
into motion an unexpected series of events
in the life of Alice, Klara’s granddaughter.
She embarks on a journey in pursuit of secrets from the past, secrets which when uncovered, might just help her decide her own
path in life.

THE RESISTANCE LILY
DANA LEVY ELGROD

THE SHOEMAKER’S LAW
SHLOMO HARARY

At the height of World War II, young and
headstrong Josephine Portier is the protégé
of a wealthy family in the highest echelons
of Paris society. But as the Nazi forces continue to advance, Josephine finds a new calling when she joins the French underground
Resistance. Alone, she must brave the secret
missions and Gestapo interrogations of a
1940s Parisian resistance girl. In a city ravaged by war, Josephine is drawn into a dangerous game of survival, in which losing is
simply not an option.

When the German and Romanian armies take
over the city of Czernowitz, Aaron, a local
shoemaker, frantically fights for the survival
of his family – including his two-month-old
baby. Half courageous, half desperate, Aaron
decides to strike an unbelievable deal with the
most unlikely figure – one that will guarantee
his family’s safety. He will make himself useful in this ruined world, where soldiers hold
your fate in their iron grip.
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THE SECRETS I NEVER TOLD
NIRIT ELYOVICH
Based on a true story, this is a gripping historical novel beginning in early 20th-century
Eastern Europe and making its way through
the moving tale of one woman and the dark
secrets that shadow her life. In 1917, heartbroken after the early death of her husband,
Fania finds herself in a strange new place
and makes a fateful decision which is sure to
haunt her for the rest of her life.
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A BIRTHDAY IN AUSCHWITZ
BIRKENAU
ELI REISMANN
Just a few short days before his 15th birthday, Eli is sent with his entire family to Auschwitz-Birkenau extermination camp. As
the carriage doors open at the station, the SS
soldiers bark orders, directing each person
off the train and onto one side of the platform, determining their fate. Separated from
his entire family, Eli is left alone to face the
horrors of the Holocaust and find a way to
survive.

MY NAME IS VITTORIA
DAFNA VITALE BEN BASSAT

RAKING LIGHT FROM ASHES
RELLI ROBINSON

Vittoria Vitale was born into a noble Jewish
family in the north of Italy in the very same
year that Mussolini met his Jewish lover. With
the onset of World War II, she is forced to
gather her family and flee the country, making critical and life-changing decisions as she
goes. Her life is quickly carried away by a swirl
of atrocities, decisions, farewells and remorse
that will scar Vittoria and her family forever.

When Relli was just a baby, the Nazis occupied Poland and she, together with her parents, was imprisoned in the Warsaw Ghetto, a
final station before death. This is the amazing
story of Relli Robinson, who, thanks to kindhearted, courageous people and a tenacious
capacity for survival, was able to endure the
most difficult times in the history of humankind. An orphan girl, she was the sole survivor of her entire family.

Mystery,
Thriller &
Suspense
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TRIPLE STRIKE
ELI EVRON

RECIPIENT 23
EITAN CARMI

Mossad special agent Oren is stationed as a
case officer in Italy, tasked with recruiting
essential covert assets. But when one such informant provides a glance into a dangerous
alliance forming in the Middle East around a
complicated drug smuggling operation, Oren
is thrown right in the middle of a global conspiracy.
In a race against time, Oren must stop the
attacks that threaten his country’s safety, and
perhaps its entire existence.

Shrouded in secrecy, an illegal organ transplant operation in Recife, Brazil offers its services to the most desperate of people, those at
the very brink of death.
Hidden in plain sight, word starts to get
around. But infamy comes at a price. Soon,
a determined Interpol officer is hot on the
organization’s heels. He’s just one step behind
them – until he receives devastating news
that rocks his entire world.
When recipient 23 on the illicit transplant list
hits close to home, an inconceivable choice
will have to be made.

OFF TARGET
MICHAEL ROZEN

PROJECTED
ITAY ITZHAKY

Israeli Mossad agent Moshe spends one
passionate night with a beautiful stranger
in London and wakes up the next morning
inside the trunk of an airplane bound for an
unknown destination.
Across enemy lines, Moshe’s life is in grave
danger, as are the many secrets he has been
carrying from his time in the Mossad. But
just when his chances of survival seem close
to none, a mysterious source offers a small
window of hope.

Holographic projections are the latest breakthrough, and every company is vying for a
piece of the pie.
Adam, an ambitious project leader at Mentiscom, is secretly working on new technology, one that combines projections with AI
to create a self-learning, high-functioning
singularity. They call her “Diana”.
But as his list of enemies grows larger by the
day, Adam realizes the one thing he placed
his faith in might be the thing that gets him
killed.
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IMPERATIVE STRIKE
ZEEV SEGEV

GAME OF SILENCE
ERAN BEN AMY

Years after murdering and removing the previous ruler from control, Ande, the omnipotent dictator of Ogada, is being targeted by
the western world.
In a remote village near the border, secret
agents are preparing his assassination with a
new and unique weapon.
If they want to successfully complete their
mission, they must eliminate everything in
their way to the dictator. But they don’t know
that bloodthirsty Ande has other plans for
them.

As power struggles in the Middle East threaten to spiral out of control, Navy Special Ops
soldier Yanai Levine crosses enemy lines on a
critical mission.
But as Levine risks his lives in Syria, the Mossad director is playing a much bigger game.
Harari’s agents are gathering intel that will
incite disorder in the entire region.
All the pieces are set for this global game of
chess. A game of lies, heroics, and passion. A
game of soldiers and spies.

THE VIPER CODE
A.M ELIA

TRAPPED IN THE WEB
SIGAL BEN ARTZI

Revital never thought her executive job at a
bio-tech firm would get her drugged, kidnapped, and held at gunpoint. The men who
took her work for the Viper, a fearsome international terrorist. He wants something related to her company’s top-secret project.
Something only she knows.
When the charismatic Jonathan she thought
she knew so well comes to her rescue in a
daring operation, something else becomes
perfectly clear – the man is more than meets
the eye.

When advertiser Jimmy and police officer
Frank are sent to Silicone Valley to investigate
a suspected cybercrime, they assume it’ll be
just another open-and-close case. But soon,
strange things begin to happen – and a series of mysterious accidents suddenly makes
things much more complicated. Trapped in
the world of the Internet giants, Jimmy and
Frank must disrupt the long-kept power balance and bring down the barons of the web.

24
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THE DANGER WITHIN
E. L. PINI

SOLO PLAYERS
MEIR GEUZ

Twenty-two people are killed in an attack
on Rome. Avner Ehrlich, working in the
Mossad’s Special Operations Unit, is sent
across continents in pursuit of the vicious
terrorist responsible for the attack. Avner’s
mission is to stop him from executing
more ominous plans which may lead to an
international crisis.

In the highly covert organization of assassins
that goes by the name Solo, even the most
senior members don’t know who they’re
working for. Mikey is tasked with a simple
guarding duty but finds himself caught in the
middle of an assassination. Secrets from the
past begins to surface and Solo’s hit list continues to lengthen, and Mikey struggles to
connect the events while fighting for his life.

GOOD AND DEAD
E. L. PINI

HANDLE WITH FORCE
URI YAHALOM

Avner Ehrlich, the Mossad’s “operator” and
serial rulebreaker, is called urgently into action. He is inserted into Iran with the task of
eliminating Professor Hamdani, the mastermind behind the nuclear warheads smuggled
into Iran. But Hamdani escapes his clutches
and disappears. Soon, Ehrlich realizes just
how crucial his mission is – when he learns
that Hamdani is orchestrating the dispatch of
a massive nuclear weapon by submarine. And
its target – is Tel Aviv.

A Mossad agent lands in Europe, fatally
wounded, following a covert operation to
smuggle the details of Iran’s nuclear program
out of the country on a USB device. As intelligence agencies all over the world hold secret
but deadly battles around him, Amit is faced
with the most dangerous challenge of his life
– keeping the crucial device safe and himself
alive to deliver it.
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THE MARSH ANGEL
HAGAI DAGAN

THE THIRD KILLER
MICHAEL BRAYER

When Tamir Binder is sent by the Mossad
to Vienna to capture a beautiful Palestinian
fighter he has been obsessed with for years,
he understands that this is a one-time opportunity for closure. But on his search, he unravels a shocking affair. This sensational discovery and the surprising reunion with the
woman who has occupied his mind for years
put Tamir with his back against the wall in
unfamiliar territory, and time is running out.

Two brave young women manage to escape
from the cult that has been holding them
against their will for many years. When
they approach Arik, a young security guard,
for help, he finds himself in the midst of a
complicated homicide affair. To decipher the
murder, discover the truth, and stop the cult
once and for all, Arik must dig deeper. But
the closer he gets to uncovering the truth, the
more the noose around his neck tightens.

FORCED SILENCE
VERED COHEN WISOTZKI

THE CONSULATE CONSPIRACY
OREN SANDERSON

When Galia, a talented journalist and successful businesswoman, covered an extreme-right
wing demonstration, she happened upon
a great secret. Now, five years later, when a
mysterious woman enters a restaurant and
attempts to assassinate a senior minister, Galia’s secret begins to haunt her. And when her
young daughter is kidnapped as a bargaining
chip, she knows she must do whatever it takes
to conceal the truth.

Mickey Markovsky is an information officer
at the Israeli consulate in Houston. Resourceful and trustworthy, he knows everything
there is to know in the consulate. But when
he witnesses the murder of a high-ranking
official in what is about to be revealed as a
global conspiracy, he realizes he is in over his
head. Drawn into the heart of the conspiracy, Mickey is the only one able to connect
the dots and save the day – but he may just
become the target himself.
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THE TEMPLE SCROLL
EREZ HASSUL

THE NATIVITY OF BLOODSHED
MOSHE LEVIN

Two bright archeology students happen upon
a cave sealed for 2,000 years. Two millennia
before, the daughter of a Temple priest and
a Jewish rebellion leader raced against time
and adversaries to hide the Temple’s riches
from greedy legionnaires, dishonorable soldiers and desperate pillagers. But now, there
are ancient and powerful forces who would
rather bury the two young students alongside
the treasure than let it see the light of day
again.

A British Surveyor arrives at British-occupied
Israel following his service in the first World
War. During a survey mission Giles makes
an eye-opening discovery outside of Jerusalem – that will change his life forever. Past
and present collide as three men are linked
through a violent cycle at one of the holiest
places on Earth, in an epic historical collage
which raises the question – what is a man’s
moral choice when faced with violent, bloodsoaked events?

WHITE SMOKE OVER THE VATICAN
UZI EILAM

THE BLISS CONSPIRACY
EHUD PELED

After years of fighting terrorism, Gideon Ben
Ari is finally ready for retirement. But when
news surfaces of an imminent Iranian cyber-terrorism attack, Gideon decides to join
forces with his former nemesis. Brought together by a common threat, they unearth a
deadly plot that will take them from one holy
land to another in an endeavor to stop the
assassination of Pope Francis in the heart of
Vatican City.

When an unconscious woman appears on
the doorstep of his isolated woodland cabin,
Amen doesn’t know what to address first: her
striking good looks, the gun in her hand, or
her unbelievable story of betrayal, and murder – with its epicenter rooted in a secret
messianic council led by the Vatican. Soon,
Amen and Osnat are caught in a conspiracy
that connects the three major monotheistic
religions – with a cataclysmic conclusion in
the heart of Jerusalem, the holiest city in the
world.

Romance
& Women’s
Fiction
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A VIRUS CALLED LOVE
MENAHEM MISGAV

IMMODEST
L.S. EINAT

Dr. Smadar Stern is at the airport on her way
home to her job at an HMO clinic when news
of an infectious virus starts spreading around
the world. Her priorities are set – this is what
she’s trained for.
Then, she locks eyes with Moab. Smadar is
quickly won over, but soon loses him in the
airport crowd – only to be swept off her feet
by a pilot, Yoni. Their flare is immediate and
thrilling, but she still can’t get her mind off
Moab.
Business and pleasure battle for her attention
as she tries to do her duty without giving up
on love.

In a world ruled by strict traditions and laws,
a courageous young woman from an extreme
ultra-orthodox Jewish society chooses to
obey the commandments of her heart and
risk everything, despite the huge price she
may be forced to pay. Trapped in an abusive
marriage from which there is seemingly no
escape, she must do what she can to regain
her freedom, her life, and herself.

THE INHERITANCE

THE MOUNTAIN GIRLS
ETI FELLER

TOVA ELBERG
Orna’s life is just starting to look up. The boyfriend she’s been having doubts about has
gone off to Paris for a year and she’s finally
free to pursue her lifelong dream of starting
her own business.
But when tragedy strikes and she is bequeathed with an unexpected, and quite
frankly unwanted inheritance, Orna’s plans
grind to a halt. Returning home to manage
her mother’s lingerie shop, Orna is confronted with a family feud she’d never expected.

The Mountain Girls is the fascinating story
behind the women of the traditional Jewish
community in the late 19th century. Women
whose rights were taken from them, whose
dreams were shattered before they had even
reached adulthood, and who were forced to
enlist their wisdom, courage, daring, and
mutual support to face the challenges of a
chauvinist world.
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A ROOM OF THEIR OWN
RAKEFET YARDEN & HILA KREIMER
DAN-BER
Rotem, a social worker and single mother,
has spent the majority of her life dealing with
other people’s pasts while trying to forget her
own. But when she meets Dani Friedman, a
young woman on the fast track to starving
herself to death, a special bond of shared fate
develops between them. Dani knows that to
move on with her life, she must find the courage to face the secrets of her past – but she’ll
need Rotem’s help.

ALL THE THINGS WE SHARE
TAMI RASHAL
Ruth is battling with the cancer that has returned for the second time. Accustomed to
treating those who are sick, she suddenly
finds herself on the other side of the equation – a patient fighting for her life. When she
reignites her friendship with Tamar, who is
desperate to leave behind a trauma from her
past, a strong bond forms between them in
the face of the obstacles in their future and
in anticipation of fulfilling a joint dream –
climbing Mount Kilimanjaro once the storm
has passed.

35

PASTA FOR TWO
ELIA ALEXANDER
A chance meeting between estranged cousins;
a woman knitting magnificent sweaters for a
mysterious girl; a gray jacket that holds a special meaning for a number of people; and a
reclusive introvert expressing his love for his
date by crafting perfect pasta plates. Odd and
charming, gentle and heartwarming, honest
and whimsical, Pasta for Two’s short stories
depict scenes from real life in their messy,
confusing, and beautiful form.

THE CAREGIVER’S SECRET
AVI GIL
All Tanya wants is to help her family, no matter the cost. She is even prepared to sell her
body. Bashan has sworn to protect her no
matter what. Their backgrounds and cultures
are as different as can be. Will their passion
be enough to bridge the gap and overcome
the obstacles standing between them?

Historical
Fiction
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THE RABBI’S WIFE, THE BISHOP’S WIFE
DAVID JACOBSON
CHAYUTA DEUTSCH
Spain, 1391. Joana, the wife of the Rabbi of
Burgos, is living a comfortable, carefree life
with her family of seven. Until her world is
shattered without warning one summer day.
While her husband joins the Catholic church
and takes their family with him, Joana struggles with the unrelenting yearning for her
children.
Centuries later, in 2020 Jerusalem, the
Covid-19 pandemic brigs Joana Halevi’s
memory to the surface, and her story is heard
for the first time.
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CASTLE OF PIPES
GUIORA BARAK
In 15th-century France, Jeanne d’Arc accepts
the responsibility of leading the French military to war against the English only to be later
betrayed and burnt at the stake. Years later,
Oded Yehudai embarks on a journey in the
young heroine’s footsteps. A chance stopover
in a picturesque town leads him to an ancient castle, filled with pipes. Two mysterious
riddles and short search through an ancient
archive later, and Oded discovers a shocking
secret that will change the course of history.

A GREEK DOCTOR IN JERUSALEM
ETTY SHAHAR

THE GIRL FROM LISBON
GUIORA BARAK

Jerusalem, 1908. As scarcity and disease ravage the city, Dr. Patrius Efklides struggles to
do his duty as head of the municipal hospital.
Inside the clinic, he fights with determination for the lives of his patients – but outside
its walls, the foreign doctor keeps mainly to
himself.
Years later, a discarded notebook unearthed
in an ancient storeroom reveals precious secrets, forbidden love affairs, and epidemics of
disastrous proportions; and at the center of
them all – Dr. Efklides, and the young nurse
whose heart he captured.

The Girl from Lisbon is the wonderful story of Doña Gracia, a normal girl who one
day discovers her family’s longest-held secret. One of the greatest women Europe has
known, this is the story of her personal struggle in a world controlled by men and her escape from the persecution of the Inquisition
while turning into a leader who was truly admired and followed by her people.
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THE WOMEN OF THE BERLIN SALON
MICHEL ZOHAR BEN-DOR

THE DEAD HAND
DANIEL SILBERMAN

By the end of the 18th century, German high
society is on the precipice of enlightenment.
United by their passion on the backdrop of
rising German nationalism, where being born
Jewish, not to mention a woman, is far from
advantageous - Rachel, Henrietta, and Dorothea each face challenges of the mind, soul,
and heart. The three independent-thinking
women set out to make their own paths in life
– as Berlin’s most popular Salonnières.

In 1970s Chile, democratic values were shattered overnight in an abrupt governmental
transition by a well-timed military coup. This
compilation of short stories from the time offers a fascinating glimpse into life under the
Chilean dictatorship regime, from the unique
perspective of a government official who was
kidnapped by the military’s secret police.

THE IDOLATRESS OF SAMARIA
R. FROM JAFFA

THE KING’S CARTOGRAPHER
JAIR ALCALAY

Jezebel is married through a political match
to Ahab, King of Israel. The king loves her
dearly, but once she arrives in the kingdom
of Israel, she is astounded to discover that
the women have no goddess to pray to – and
decides to rectify the situation. But her headstrong insistence infuriates the religious leader of the time and before long, the conflict
mounts to a full-on collision and a shocking
conclusion.

On the backdrop of Catholicism’s rise and
the subsequent persecution of Europe’s Jews,
the Ben Avraham family have defied the
odds and risen to fame as the King of Portugal’s most valued cartographers. An avid
explorer and passionate businessman, Isaac
Ben Avraham dreams of the many discoveries still to be made across the vast expanses
of the yet unknown world. The history of 15th
century exploration comes to life in a riveting and exciting tale of maritime adventures
and new-world discoveries to capture your
heart and imagination.

Literary
Fiction
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THE SILVER FOX CLUB
RONI SEGAL

THE CHRONICLER OF LOST MYTHS
YOSSI LEV

Every Wednesday, former co-workers Shimon, Zaki and Cohen take their seats at their
usual table by the beach, trying to adapt to
the retiree lifestyle. They exchange stories
gathered through years of experience, reminisce, flirt(!) and bicker the only way they
know how – together.
Told with colorful expressions and sensitivity, their unfolding stories and insights on the
challenges and benefits of seniority will have
you laughing, crying, and wishing for more.

For over 30 years, Yossi Lev has been traveling the world, documenting forgotten faraway cultures and their amazing fables. But
with every step taken, he can’t help but fall
into fantastic new encounters: growing old
with mighty thunder gods, transforming his
shadow, even escorting a legendary poet up
a winding mountain. Join him as he journeys to find the magical realism behind the
world’s most miraculous stories.

ACCEPT ME FOR WHO YOU ARE
TAMAR FERMAN-AVNISAN

TICKETS TO KOLKATA
ALEXANDR MISH

Asaf has a successful career, a beautiful apartment, and loving relationships. But one thing
weighs on him no matter how hard he tries to
let it go. Ever since his father unintentionally
walked in on him with another man, the two
have been estranged, his father unwilling to
accept what he sees as an abhorrent and sinful lifestyle.
Both father and son must find a way back to
one another, so they can discover that they’re
not so different after all.

Young lovers Jack and Christie board a beautiful luxury ship bound for the picturesque
land of India. But soon, their whimsical vacation becomes a journey full of unexpected
adventures and wonderful discoveries.
As they search for the lost treasure of the ancient Maharaja dynasty, they find themselves
unwillingly drawn into struggles between
thieves, covert military operations, and even
political strife. With their lives in danger,
they know that finding the treasure is their
only chance of survival.
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THE BEAUTY PAGEANT
GUY BAUM

OUT OF A CLEAR BLUE SKY
CHEN PASHINSKY

In a world where aesthetics is simply an expression of the human soul and there is no
differentiation between internal and external
beauty, a kindhearted but struggling businessman struggling joins a unique beauty
pageant. This is the story of a man who embarks on an adventure – a mental and emotional journey in pursuit of the concept of
internal beauty, which will change the way he
sees the world and his place in it forever.

When his youngest son is kidnapped without
explanation, Hanoch has no idea how to save
what’s left of his family – or himself. After a
radical moment of discovery shakes his perception on reality, Hanoch sets out to find an
objective truth that might bring order back
into his crumbling world. Throughout this
journey of constant questions and answers,
Hanoch is exposed to the wide spectrum of
life and its different aspects – the philosophical, psychological, mystical, theological and
the emotional.

ONE DAY YOU’LL THANK ME
VERED SION

THE GURU’S SUITCASE
GALIA FERDMAN

Yanina Lishanski knows she wants more out
of life. More from her education, more from
her emotionally abusive mother and her violent father. Encapsulating the immigrant experience through the eyes of a child born to a
world she will forever be a stranger to, Yanina’s complex life poses a fascinating question.
How much are we really slaves to the circumstances into which we’re born? Can Yanina
escape her fate or will she be forever haunted
by the words of her mother, “One day you’ll
thank me”?

A western family meets an enlightened Indian Guru at one of his unique lectures and on
the spur of the moment decides to make an
unusual move. They pack a suitcase and embark on a one-year trip to India, in the Guru’s
footsteps. Their trip takes them on a spiritual journey that will reveal the answers to
important and essential questions pertaining
to enlightenment, miracles, God, and human
nature. Intertwined with yogic philosophy
and fascinating knowledge about India, this
is a tale of spiritual growth.
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THE MAN WHO WAS BORN IN 9
COUNTRIES
TA JO
This is the life story of the restless, idealist,
rebellious Tajo, who was born to a crook of
a father and a tormented mother. This book
reveals his surprising adventures and struggles from his escape to freedom at an early
age to the disaster that threatened the lives of
his family. But there’s a catch. Tajo reimagines
his life as it would have been had he lived in
9 different countries and societies, granting a
unique insight into the difficult and fascinating world we live in.

THE MAGNIFICENT ESSENCE OF
MADNESS
DR. AMNON DVIR
Chaim is admitted to a closed psychiatric
ward following a psychotic attack and finds
himself torn between two desires; the desire
to protect himself from the threatening deterioration of his life and consciousness, and
the desire to win back his freedom and his
life outside the ward. But as time goes by, he
realizes that his once rich and free soul is tormented, trapped behind bars it cannot break
through. This is a gripping look into the mysterious world of the mentally impaired.
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A STORY TO DIE FOR
BENNY KATZ
In this enlightening collection, seven stories
come together to create a collage of modern
Israeli life. In each, men and women face the
struggles of a budding new society. The stories highlight social conflicts such as those
between youth and adulthood, locals and
immigrants, liberalism and conservatism.
Together, these down-to-earth, relatable tales
are woven into the story of a society in a constant state of change, facing struggles within
and without.

A DIZZYING SEARCH
DANIEL STUKALIN
His divorce crushed the dream of a united
family, but Daniel did not give up on the hope
of love. He looked for the right woman on
websites, went on dates, and never stopped
searching and hoping. In his worldwide travels, Daniel met many diverse women. Warm
and kind-hearted, cold and goal-oriented,
powerful and confident, and some who were
simply confused. In humorous language, he
describes the inner world of a man forced to
roam the jungles of those looking for love.

Sci-Fi &
Fantasy
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THE TIDES OF DENOJ’AR
NURIT SAHAR SUDAI

TO BE HEARD
DAN LUXEMBOURG

In the godforsaken town of Denoj’ar, a little girl named Allart is born. Little does she
know, but as she grows her kingdom is on the
brink of utter destruction.
It soon becomes clear that Allart has an important role to play in the kingdom and fulfilling her destiny is the only way to save her.
But things are not as simple as they seem –
for to become the savior, she may just have
to lose herself.

In a world torn apart, only few are truly aware
of the mysterious circumstances that led to its
ruin. The land is ruled by “strangers”, violent
groups intent on killing anyone who does not
comply with their worldviews. Ori is one of
their opposers. But when he rescues Oriya,
a woman who has been held captive by the
strangers for years, Ori recognizes his true
purpose in the world, to help Oriya reclaim
her past and her future.

THE FIVE SHIELDS: THE PROPHECY
ILAN DVIR

THE HAWK’S AWAKENING
MICHAL YANOF

In the second volume of the award-winning
fantasy series, dark forces and personal agendas threaten the balance of the World Beyond. The map to the Grail of Fate has fallen
into the wrong hands and it is the duty of the
Five Shields to track it down and destroy it,
before it’s too late.
But an unexpected betrayal forces the Five
Shields to pay a heavy price, from which
there is no way back.

In the dead of night, Daniel is kidnapped to
the Almanous, a parallel sphere of human animals with potent totem powers, who rule the
earth.Daniel learns that his destiny will allow
him to save humanity from the destruction.
If he fails – the entire human race will pay
the price. If he makes a mistake – the end of
Almanous will be near. Daniel is willing to do
whatever it takes. But will that be enough?
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LAST CALL FOR EARTH
SAGIT FESTMAN

MARS – FRONTIER
HENYA SHANUN-KLEIN

If you ask God, project Genesis isn’t coming
along great. So, God in his wisdom contemplates what every project manager does when
a project is derailed beyond saving: Shelve
the whole thing and start from scratch. But
first he has to deal with a pesky (yet charming) devil, the spiritual incarnations of time,
and his mortal wife and son, who would like
to see him home by dinner. Will mankind
live to see a happy ending? Only God knows.

In May 2069, the spacecraft “Phoenix” embarks on its journey to Mars – humanity’s
next frontier. The crew confirms landing.
Then they vanish. Five days after contact
with Phoenix is lost, Doctor M. Tzuk is appointed as head of the investigation force.
The mission will take her from the safety of
the Houston Space Center to the desolate
surface of Mars, where she will discover more
about the human spirit than she ever thought
possible.

2056 THE TRUTH
ZVI SPEISER

REBIRTH OF A WARRIOR ANGEL
OSNAT BEN AMI

Just as Dr. Paul Hill’s quantum communication system starts receiving messages from
civilizations across the galaxy, his project is
abruptly shut down. Following the discovery
of what appears to be evidence to the existence of God, those in power believe they
now hold all the answers. But do they?
Together with his colleague, the two track
secrets in the Galaxy lost to humanity – but
they are not alone.

For years, life on the Continent of the Fallen Star went on without a care. Six different
tribes lived side by side in peace. But everything changes when the head of the Kadanita
Clan decides to breach the ancient alliance.
Oranus is chosen to descend to the world in
the form of the warrior Adrian and bring order, but the plan goes awry when the merging
of Oranus’s soul and Adrian’s body creates
conflicts that threaten to sabotage his mission. As his power grows, only one question
remains: is Oranus controlling Adrian, or is
Adrian controlling him?
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JEWISH IDENTITY
DR. RUTH SHAMIR POPKIN

THE GIRL FROM SCORPIONS PASS
MIRI FURSTENBERG

In this intriguing work based on years of research, Dr. Ruth Shamir Popkin guides readers through critical issues at the center of de-

On a cold desert night, a little girl lies shivering on the ground near a bullet-riddled bus,
petrified with fear. Her parents are dead.
Several hours later, an army patrol stumbles
onto the scene of the massacre at Scorpions
Pass.
Miri Furstenberg was only five years old –
and sixty years would pass before she would
finally find the courage to write about the
night that changed her life forever.

bate, both in the Jewish world in Israel and
in the Jewish Diaspora that are critical to the
continuity of the Jewish people.
The book elegantly addresses multiple questions revolving around Jewish identity, such
as who is a Jew? What does Jewish identity
look like today? And how has the world been
affected by antisemitism?

TESTING THE NEW TESTAMENT
EY-AL COHEN

EFFECTIVE GROUP FACILITATION
DR. YARON ZIV

When exactly was the New Testament written? Was Mary Magdalene really a virgin?
Could the apostles be considered reliable
narrators?
In great detail accompanied by the original
Hebrew of both versions of the Bible, author
Ey-Al Cohen brings a provocative argument
as to the validity of the New Testament’s
position as a holy text, choosing instead to
present it unapologetically at face value: as a
written account, translated and copied over
centuries, and influenced by political powers,
cultural differences, and human error.

The profession of group facilitation is becoming more and more relevant and essential
in our modern world.
Laying out a comprehensive methodology
and offering hands-on tools to deal with every situation that may arise, this book will
help both new and veteran group facilitators
hone their practical skills and acquire new
methods and approaches towards their trade.
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THE AGENT
DUDU DAHAN

ISRAEL JOURNEY
MICHAEL BAUER

Over the years, Dudu Dahan has been involved in some of the largest, most highly
covered deals in Israeli soccer. In The Agent,
Dahan reveals what really happens behind
the scenes, bringing readers into the fantastic world of the soccer industry. He speaks of
his childhood in Jerusalem, his first steps as a
player for Ha’Poel Jerusalem, and his special
relationships with players and club owners,
revealing exclusive details on the deals that
made headlines in Israel and Europe.

For more than 20 years, Michael Bauer
crossed the State of Israel from end to end,
leading groups and teaching them about the
little slice of land that has influenced culture,
religion, and faith around the globe more
than any other. His vast experience has led
to this book, a unique travel diary in which
Bauer leads nine young media professionals
from diverse religious, ethnic, and political
backgrounds around Israel, on a tour of its
most important sites.

A STAGE FOR EVERYONE
EINAT MASHAAL NITZAN

A FEW IS THE NEW TWO
ZOHAR CARMI & LIAT
SADEH-SAADON

A comprehensive and practical guide to leading Playback Theater groups. In this mustread for anyone currently involved in playback theatre, Einat Mashaal Nitzan shares the
details of what to teach – themes and exercises from the fields of improvisation, acting,
and playback theater, together with insights
on how to teach - key content for leaders of
creative groups.

In this brave and groundbreaking book,
men and women from all forms of polyamorous relationships share their stories with
the world. In 33 inspiring monologues, they
talk about intimacy, jealousy, passion, pain,
and of course, the difficulties and benefits of
opening a relationship to polyamory.
This eye-opening and judgement-free book
is meant for anyone in an open relationship
looking for guidance, anyone considering
taking the step into non-monogamy, and anyone just interested in knowing more about it.
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HOW WE BEAT BREAST CANCER
LILIT NETIVOR

THE 21ST CENTURY SALES BIBLE
DR. YANIV ZAID

These 32 heartwarming and inspiring stories
by brave women and men who have survived
breast cancer are a must-read for anyone personally or indirectly afflicted by the disease.
How We Beat Breast Cancer brings together the experiences, thoughts, struggles, and
victories of unique women and men from
all walks of life, who tell the stories of their
battles with breast cancer. Their narratives
portray both the good and the bad in a real,
candid language, sharing everything from diagnosis, through treatment, to life with and
after cancer.

Designed for anyone looking to sell more,
maximize their income, build their professional authority and develop their business
to success, this book demonstrates the 10
commandments of being a salesperson in
the 21st century. Dr. Yaniv Zaid lays out the
rules and guidelines you will need to know,
from branding and marketing to generating a
growing community and creating confidence
and trust. A must read for the modern businessperson.

ENDOMETRIOSIS: THE ELUSIVE
DISEASE
AVIVIT ZAHAVI-BINSHTOK

MASTER THE LANGUAGE OF
LEADERSHIP
DAVID ZALTZMAN

Endometriosis is one of the lesser-known
diseases, although it affects a shocking one in
ten women throughout the world. Through
her personal story and ceaseless struggle
with the ever-present disease, Avivit exposes her uncompromising battle for health and
hope, and provides practical coping methods, information about treatments, statistics,
and everything you need to know about battling endometriosis.

Master the Language of Leadership offers
a fresh perspective on achieving success
through effective communication. It is a
powerful tool in accomplishing a set goal
and a precondition for achieving success.
Learn what to say and when to say it, how
to integrate success-oriented words, phrases, and themes into your language, and how
to make a lasting positive impression every
time you walk into a room.
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THE INVESTOR’S STARTER KIT
ADIR TRABELSI

THE ENGAGING LEADER
SHLOMIT WEISS

All around us are images of the ‘good life’ dreamy estates, sports cars, fabulous vacations, and life free of worries. You aspire to
it, but you don’t really see how to get there. If
you could have a roadmap, wouldn’t you do
whatever it takes to get to this destination?
The Investor’s Starter Kit takes you on a realistic and achievable journey through which
you will be able to develop your rich-mind,
accumulate assets, take control of your life
and achieve financial freedom.

The key to true leadership lies in combining
high performance and uncompromising results with true, honest care for people. With
real-life examples and practical tools, Shlomit
Weiss uses her rich experience in leadership
and management positions at all levels in the
high-tech industry for more than 30 years, to
create a step-by-step guide for both the beginning and experienced leader. Guided by three
fundamental principles – people, results, and
enjoyment – she lays down the paving stones so
that you, too, can become an engaging leader.

WEEKLY HABITS FOR
EXTRAORDINARY LEADERS
DAPHNA HOROWITZ

MEASURE UP
GALIT SINAI KARMONA, PH.D

Every one of us has the ability to become an
extraordinary leader. All you need to do is
apply your unique talents and turn them into
regular habits. Weekly Habits for Extraordinary Leaders offers 52 lessons, one for each
week of the year, with an insightful quote, an
innovative idea, and a question to help you
develop your leadership skills. With practice,
you’ll become a masterful leader that people
look up to.

Organizational surveys are a powerful tool
– they help managers determine appropriate
HR strategies, understand employee experience and employee engagement, and gauge
the overall work environment. Measure Up
lays out crucial theoretical information and
provides practical tools to help you master
the art of organizational surveys. Learn what
to do and how to do it so that you can take
your organization to the next level professionally.
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THE ISRAELI BREAKTHROUGH
ZOHAR PERI
For many years following its establishment,
the small State of Israel was an impoverished
country and suffered from great trade deficit, but since the 1980’s it has risen up into a
productive, trading country with a thriving
economy. This unique book sheds light on
the fascinating events that led to the small
Middle Eastern country’s breakthrough as
one of the most significant trading economies in the world.

| BUSINESS

THE TRADER WHO STEPPED OFF
THE LEDGE
LITAL RUBIN PAIKOVSKI
The day before his 39th birthday, Avner finds
himself on a ledge, about to jump to his death.
After losing his fortune in the stock market,
he is at his wits’ end. But when you hit rock
bottom, the only way to go – is up.
Through the engaging, often relatable story of
a struggling day trader learning to build himself back up towards success, this book will
teach you how to day trade like a professional.

100% RIGHT 50% OF THE TIME
YOSSI YASSOUR

MASTER OF INFLUENCE
KAVE SHAFRAN

Whether we are aware of it or not, we make
decisions every moment of our life. The
problems begin to form when we base too
many of our decisions on wrong comparisons, misinformation, and misguided risk assessment. This book provides the tools to be
more aware of the things that affect our decisions, and teaches you how to make smarter,
braver, and more accurate decisions.

Binyamin Netanyahu is one of the most
prominent leaders in the history of the Jewish people. The ten chapters of Master of
Influence reveal the methods of charisma,
rhetoric, communication, and propaganda
employed by Netanyahu in the form of a
rare treasure of never-before revealed private documents, revealed by an author who
has worked closely with Netanyahu for many
years, and has been privy to his many secrets.
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YOUR NEXT BEST MOVE
DR. RONNY SHERF

THE MAGIC OF CREATIVE THINKING
YARIN KIMOR

We often go through life without thinking
too much about it. But to be truly successful
and confident in our happiness, we must be
proactive in navigating ourselves towards our
goals.
Through the unique perspectives of a professional chess player, a martial arts master, a
vipassana expert, and an educator, this book
addresses the turning points in life and teaches you how to choose, plan, and execute your
next best move.

For years in every possible framework we
have been taught to think within the lines,
but it’s time for a wakeup call. This book will
teach you how to free yourself from the fixed
ways of thinking and encourage the creative
potential with which we were born. You will
learn how to initiate and lead processes, how
to make breakthroughs, face your fear of
change, be open to adventure, and surprise
your surroundings – but most importantly,
yourself!

THE BEAUTIFUL ADDICTION
DR. ZEEV GILKIS

BECOME A LIFE ARCHITECT
ODELIA ALEXANDROVICH

At the age of 68 Dr. Zeev Gilkis, a cancer
survivor, decided to gift himself an unusual
present for his 70th birthday – to run his first
full marathon.
“The Beautiful Addiction” relates his tireless
journey, as he gradually increases the distance of his runs while sharing his thoughts
about life and becoming ageless, all the way
to a surprising ending.

Anyone can become a success story – as long
as they know how to make the right decisions
and guide their life onto their desired path.
With the Life Architecture Method, anyone
can acquire the tools and discover the way to
their own tailor-made success – what is the
right career for you? What should you study?
What is your personal calling? Accompanied
by scannable barcodes for self-diagnosis and
further information, this book is everything
you need to take your first steps towards
success.
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EARTH-TOYS & GAMES: A
REVOLUTIONARY METHOD IN
EDUCATION, THERAPY, AND
HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT
EITAN SHAKED
Discover an innovative education and care
method that uses the earth that can be found
outdoors to create toys and games that will
develop vital skills in every child. From creative and logical thinking to independence
and emotional self-regulation, the benefits of
direct contact with nature are innumerable.
Learn how to play with the earth in a way that
is truly fun, enriching , healing and empowering. The Earth Toys & games method has
been successfully implemented in a variety of
educational and care institutions in Israel.

MANAGE YOUR INTERNAL
KINDERGARTEN
MEIRAV HAREL
Most of us are usually unaware that we are
carrying traumas and scars from our childhood which have a significant influence on
our adult life and the potential to cause longterm issues. To heal ourselves and prevent
suffering, depression, and anxiety, we must
learn how to effectively manage our internal
kindergarten – the children within us that
represent the entirety of our childhood experiences and memories. Manage Your Internal
Kindergarten is a guide to self-help through
the children within us.

| SELF -HELP

THE HIDDEN ABILITY
YOTAM VARDI
What if there was a holistic method of
self-administered physical therapy that had
the power to tend to both your physical and
mental health simultaneously? Introducing: the Paula Method. This highly effective
method can be practiced by anyone – all it
takes is repeated activation of the ring muscles in your body. Through this process the
body’s ingrained potential to heal itself is realized and we can discover our hidden ability
to maintain our own health.

THE PERSONAL LEADER
DR. ORNA MARKUS BEN-ZVI
In today’s reality we are expected to excel, required to have it all, sometimes at the price
of our peace of mind. But we have our own
needs as well – mental, spiritual, physical, intellectual, and many more – which demand
our attention. The Personal Leader will give
you the knowledge and tools you need to
change your mindset, navigate the twists
and turns of life securely and happily, and
become everything you’ve ever wanted to be.
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HAPPILY EVER AFTER
MICHAL LIBEDINSKY & SHAI AVIVI

BEFORE YOU TIE THE KNOT
DR. ORLY NETANEL

Every romantic relationship begins with
the spark of falling in love, and then moves
on to the Big Bang of routine and children,
followed by a long, cold winter: the hearts
close off, the sexuality shuts down, and the
love freezes. Happily Ever After is filled with
accurate descriptions of daily scenes and
arouses in every couple the calming feeling
that everything will be ok. This book teaches
readers how to work on challenges in their
romantic relationships, instead of running
from them.

The secret to a solid foundation and a healthy
relationship is to approach it in an ordered, calculated way – together. Successful,
long-lasting couples have a deep understanding of one another, of their strengths and
weaknesses, and most importantly, they communicate. This book is a guide to approaching a serious relationship. It will teach all you
should know and the things you should think
and talk about before you enter the most
important commitment of your life. It also
presents a collection of “mistakes” that can be
avoided to maintain a good relationship.

LOSE THE DIET LOSE THE WEIGHT
LIAT SCHEFFER BEN YAKOV

THE CINDERELLA EFFECT
ORIT ATIAS

Many people bounce endlessly from one diet
to the next, with no visible or sustainable results. That is because most standard diets focus on dietary restrictions, calorie counting,
and strict routines. But by fixating on external treatment alone, these diets miss out on
an essential part of the weight loss process
– the mental, emotional, and spiritual. This
groundbreaking book teaches you how to
rewire your brain and create a profound and
long-term change in every aspect of your life,
with a focus on eating habits and weight loss.

We all aspire to live a life of happiness,
success, and self-fulfillment, but sometimes
the path from wanting to achieving our
dreams is blocked by fear, causing difficulty
and problems. The Cinderella Effect provides
the reader with a new outlook on how one can
overcome difficulty and crisis and identify the
secret to self-realization, comparing life to the
famous story of Cinderella, and the stages of
her transformation from maid to queen.
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FREE FROM DEPENDENCY
NATTI RONEL

GIVING BIRTH – THE REAL DEAL
KEREN BOYKO

Dependencies, addictive behaviors, and
powerlessness all stem from one source, deep
within us: Self-Centeredness. The Path of
Grace is a structured system which promotes
self-change. Through this book you will be
able to visualize and apply it in a variety of
daily situations, exercise stepping away from
the many forms of self-centeredness that take
hold in your life, and grow towards a rewarding, joyous, loving life.

Birth and early motherhood are often painted as beautiful, natural, magical experiences.
While this is true, there is so much more to
the process – and frequently, new mothers find themselves unprepared and overwhelmed. They are often unaware of crucial
things they should know about childbirth
and experience a huge gap between how they
imagine early motherhood and what it actually looks like. This book is a modern tribal
wisdom which will guide you through this
wondrous, challenging, and powerful time.

BLESSING IN DISGUISE
RADA HEN

THE LENS OF THERAPY
ANAT BOTZER

Parenting is challenging for everyone, but
even more so for parents of autistic children.
This book attempts to provide answers to the
questions those parents are asked routinely
by their environment – friends, co-workers,
even their own family.
More importantly, it tells a story of hope, difficulty, courage, and acceptance. It conveys
the personal story of Rada Hen, whose son,
Adi, is special needs. Adi communicates with
the world not through speech, but with his
eyes and heart.

Phototherapy, a budding field in psychotherapy, combines two worlds together to create
a therapeutic method based on a passion for
the visual. In a brilliant analysis, Anat Botzer, a psychotherapist and artist, highlights
the hidden layers in the relationship between
a therapist and a patient, comparing them
with the layers in the creative photography
process. All these combine to provide a comprehensive and enlightening introduction
into the contemporary, magical field of phototherapy – therapy through photography.

SERIES
77

DAD IS

DAD’S SURVIVAL GUIDE
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ADAPTIVE TEACHING
DR. GILAT TRABELSI
Adaptive teaching does not endeavor to “fix”
anything, because no one is broken. Its purpose is to accommodate education so that
it is suited to all students, in light of goals,
needs, and characters. This book offers a
new, realistic approach to inclusive education. It includes both theory and practical
tools, to teach educators how to adapt their
strategies and approaches, their methods and
means to the needs and singularity of each of
their students.

BETTER DAYS, WORSE DAYS
DOKI COHEN

Calling all dads and dads-to-be!
Finally, the guides you (and your partners) have been waiting for!
You might be thinking, the world is full of pregnancy and parenting books – do we
really need any more? But when was the last time you saw one that was specifically
written and tailored perfectly to fathers?
Dads are just as much part of the process as moms, but often find themselves lacking
the resources that are so available to women.
In the Dad’s Survival Guide series, expecting, new, and veteran dads will find a
humorous, down-to-earth, unmistakably manly introduction to the world of fatherhood, with a book to guide them through every magical step of the way.

Depression has been called “the illness of
the century”. People all over the world suffer
from it, and their pain extends to their supporting family members as well. In her book,
Doki Cohen draws on her own experience
living with a partner with depression to provide insights and practical advice for readers
in similar situations on how to live and thrive
without losing anything of themselves.
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THE MINDS OF VIOLENT MEN
DR. YAIR APTER

FROM SUNSET TO SUNRISE
DORIT KREISER

Unlike most books about abuse at the hands
of men, this unique account does not focus
on the victims – rather, it shines a light on
the mindset of the violent men themselves,
unraveling the causes, characteristics, and
consequences of their actions. Interspersed
with true case studies from Dr. Apter’s clinic, this book combines theory and practice
to create a comprehensive overview of why
men become violent, and what can be done
to prevent it and to rehabilitate offenders.

Dorit Kreiser’s foolproof method to teach any
child to sleep through the night is based on
many years of her experience as a parenting
consultant and sleep expert. Her method is
made up of six simple stages and is perfect
for any parent hoping to introduce quality
sleep into their child’s life, create stability in
the home, and acquire unique solutions for
complex situations.

FERRARI BRAIN WITH BICYCLE BRAKES
EREZ FIGLASH

WHEN YOUR MAN IS ON THE
SPECTRUM
DR. PNINA ARAD

This book is the ultimate guide for any parent
of a child with ADHD who wishes to better
understand the effect of an attention deficit
disorder on every facet of their child’s life. It
offers practical tools for helping parents to
minimize these effects and provides answers
for important questions, while offering solutions to issues such as low self-esteem, sense
of failure, social struggles and more.

Many women cope with hardship, communication lapses, and severe emotional deprivation in their romantic relationships, without
even suspecting that their partner might be
on the autistic spectrum. In this book you will
discover why most adults with high-functioning autism are not diagnosed, how autistic
traits are expressed in a romantic relationship
while going unnoticed by others outside of it,
what experiences women in neurodiverse relationships share, and much more.
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GROWING THE ORCHIDS
DR. OFER MARBACH

THE POWER OF COLORS
NOAH GOLDHIRSH

Growing the Orchids presents for the first
time an educational approach offering a
combination of educational and therapeutic
languages, through case studies and practical
tools. The synergy created between these two
languages enables conversing and progressive communication with children, turning
the educational experience into a positive
and respectful one.

Embark on a profound journey to explore
the extraordinary properties of the ancient
Native Americans’ Wheel of Colors. Discover the colors that are most suited to your personality and acquire insights that will help
you maximize your potential in the best way
possible, overcome your weaknesses, and be
at your best even in the most challenging of
times.

GOOD ENOUGH PARENTS
DR. HILI KOHAVI

THE POWER OF ANIMAL MESSAGES
NOAH GOLDHIRSH

“Good Enough Parents” is an Israeli best-selling book that points a spotlight towards the
crucial role parents play in building their
child’s personality. This uniquely progressive book will give parents of children of all
ages practical tools and know-how, teaching
them everything from how to raise children
to believe in themselves and their abilities,
how to establish healthy communication
with teenagers, to what you can do to prevent
child-raising from taking over your romantic
relationship.

Throughout history, human cultures have had
strong connections with animals. Animals
communicate with us through their behavior,
the sounds they make, their body language,
and direct spiritual messages. The ANIMM
method is based on the practices of the original
Native Americans and is a means of communication through animals that has been adapted
for the contemporary world. It allows every
one of us to receive messages from the universe
and understand various situations in our lives
through the animals we meet.
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THE HIDDEN SELF REVEALED
NAOMI BABAD
When Naomi Babad experienced a divine
revelation urging her to embark on a journey
to sow the seeds of a new humanity, she took
it upon herself to spread the message of an
enlightened world. Now she invites her readers to join her on this journey of love, share in
the gratifying insights she has learned about
the world, and discover the key to a free and
happy life. The Hidden Self Revealed is your
guide to enlightenment, connection, and
your inner world.
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THE HAND – THE MIRROR OF THE
SOUL
TALMA BRILL
This is a revolutionary book that offers a
com¬prehensive, clear and readable survey of Chirol¬ogy - the art of palm reading,
based on scientific research. The palm serves
as a detailed and fas¬cinating roadmap that
mirrors consciousness. It tells the story of our
deepest needs, strengths and hidden talents,
as well as the places with¬in that need nurturing and support. Talma Brill has over 30
years of experience in the field of chirology
as a diagnostic tool.

A BODY OF HER OWN
DR. ELLA KANNER

A TALE OF A SOUL
SAMUEL REFAELI

A rare glimpse behind the scenes of one of
Judaism’s oldest rituals. “A Body of Her Own”
presents absorbing monologues by women of
various ages, localities, and levels of society.
With remarkable openness and sensitivity,
the women tell of the most intimate parts
of their lives. They speak of difficulties, lies,
excitement, shame, sanctity, and discomfort.
Ella Kenner, Ph.D. is a feminist activist in Israel’s religious sector. Previously secular and
currently Orthodox, Dr. Kenner has a rich
and diverse background in education.

This extraordinary novel portrays the entire
lifespan of a soul, from the moment of its creation until this day. A fascinating and gripping story, which enriches its readers with
knowledge about the existence of spiritual
beings and describes the development of humanity interspersed with captivating stories
about people throughout history.

Children
& Young
Adults
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LIORA CARMELI

MANGO

SO SCARY

Being a cat is hard, especially when you still don’t have a name of your own. What’s a
cat to do all day but sit alone and dream about playing with friends? But our little kitten is in for a surprise, and when the superhero Iron Cat gives you a magical mission,
you know something amazing is about to happen.

There are no crocodiles in the sea, no ghosts beyond the lens, no wolves up in the
mountains. Everything is ok, there’s no reason to be scared… or is there?
Accompanied by lovely illustrations, So Scary is a wonderful series for young children
who read by themselves and like a little dose of fear in their books.
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TALI CARMI

TERRY TREETOP
Tali Carmi is the author of children’s books, loved by children all over the world.
Her books have been translated into 5 languages and read by over a million children in 180 countries. After the success of her books, she teamed up with her husband to found eBookPro, a publishing house and literary agency, that specializes in
digital marketing. Tali holds a B.Sc. in Food Science and M.Sc. in Biotechnology.
She is an information systems specialist and the former founder and CEO of a software company for business management solutions. Tali is happily married with 3
children and 3 granddaughters.

ABOUT THE BOOK
Terry Treetop goes on a
journey to find new friends
to invite to his new tree
house. Along his way,
he meets Betty the bee,
Shelly the sheep, Cherry
the chicken, and Kelly
the cow, who are all too
busy working to play with
him. He is about to give
up when an unexpected
opportunity comes his
way...

TEACH YOUR CHILD ESSENTIAL LIFE LESSONS IN A FUN
AND INTERACTIVE WAY!

WWW.THEKIDSBOOKS.COM
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LEA BEN SHLOMO

NIGHT MAGIC BOOK
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SLEEPY KINGDOM
LEE YOUNG
Noah loves playing with his toys
and refuses to say goodbye to
them, even at night. When his
mother leaves his room, Noah
sails off to Sleepy Kingdom, the
world of dolls and games. But
this night is going to be very
different from any other night.
Sleepy Kingdom is a story about
children’s attachment to objects
and the familiar situation of
youngsters dragging their favorite toys to bed with them.

TINY LIGHT
LEE YOUNG

Betternot and his children’s repair shop transform piles of useless junk into
newly refurbished toys.
In honor of Granny Love’s one hundredth birthday, the refurbished toys decide
to throw her a fantastic party. But not everything goes to plan... will the toys
manage to throw Granny Love the party she deserves?

Noah is afraid of the dark, but
his mother has a wonderful idea
– together, they embark on an
incredible journey beyond the
bedroom window, where they
discover that everyone has their
own little light that shines for
them in the night.
Tiny Lights is a story that merges dreams and reality and helps
children face their fears. Children will learn that even in the
darkest night, they can always
find a little light, real or imaginary, to shine for them and
guide them on their way.
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THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE
UNIVERSE
GABRIEL COHEN
To inspire the bright minds of tomorrow, you
need to show them the stars. From the beginning of time to the evolution of our solar
system, The Illustrated History of the Universe tackles questions both big and small in
chronological, easily accessible order. This
beautifully illustrated book combines basic
astrophysics with the breathtaking beauty of
the cosmos. It is a call to adventure for curious young readers and encourages questioning and exploration.

THE ENCHANTED CAROUSEL
YAEL SHUV
After her mother’s death, Michal goes to
live in New York with her father, who operates the Central Park horse carousel. Michal
volunteers to help him out over the summer
vacation, but soon discovers that the seemingly innocent carousel is in fact enchanted.
Michal goes on wonderful adventures, doing
her best to keep her secret from her father.
But soon things start to get out of hand. Her
secret is about to be revealed, and her life will
change forever.

THE SECRET THOUGHT LAB
OFER COHN

MOM, WHAT IS LOVE?
LILI BENKEL-BERGMAN

At the Awesome Science Team, esteemed
scientist Elizabeth is busy working on her
groundbreaking inventions helping children
from all over the world understand and deal
with their feelings. Together with her special
A.I friend Jerry, Elizabeth uses her bithoughtculars to dive into children’s minds, helping
them resolve their anxieties, angers, and discomforts. The Secret Thoughts Lab is a mustread book for both children and parents, combining a touching adventure story with the
world of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.

The book reviews the different kinds of love
that a child experiences and seeks to instill
that all kinds of love are to be cherished. It
aims to encourage children to express love in
speech and in gestures.
Lili Benkel-Bergman was chief reporter for a
leading Israeli newspaper. She has conducted
exclusive interviews with world leaders and
influential figures.

Food,
Art &
Lifestyle
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GILAD SEGEV
PASSERBY
A collection of inspiring quotes accompanied by stunning photographs exhibiting
amazing landscapes from locations all over
the world. Passerby is a multi-cultural platform designed to incorporate music, visuals,
sounds, ideas, people, and places. It stands
for music without borders, shared creativity,
cultural generosity, and self-expression.
The Passerby (AKA Gilad Segev) is a traveling artist who tells the stories of his encounters with people from different cultures
through music, video, and visual content.
His positive inspiration and creation are
shaped by the stories, lifestyles, authenticity,
and dominant memories and traits of the many places he has visited.
Gilad Segev is an esteemed Israeli
singer-songwriter, musician, journalist, and author. Gilad has toured and
performed all over the world in front
of thousands of people and recently established “Passerby”, a content-based
social platform aiming to enhance unheard voices and promote musical cultures and communities.

“This book is a gift to the world.”
“Extraordinary, absolutely beautiful.”
“A new and unique concept.”

What if I told you
you can be everything
you want...
Would you believe it?
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CHURCHES AND MONASTERIES IN
JERUSALEM
DAVID RAPP & HANAN ISACHAR
The defining events of Christianity and its
evolution are memorialized in the many important churches and monasteries throughout the Holy City of Jerusalem. Within their
walls are numerous breathtaking artistic
treasures. Churches and Monasteries in Jerusalem is devoted to twenty ancient houses of
worship that were built over the ages to commemorate the decisive milestones of Jesus’s
time in Jerusalem.

LAYERS OF MEANING: ELEMENTS
OF VISUAL JOURNALING
RAKEFET HADAR
The visual journal is a method for creating
hand bound notebooks with personal artwork. Using mixed media techniques, it introduces the reader to the process of creating
a physical expression of the soul which allows
for healing, internal freedom and the rekindling of passion. The art of Visual Journey
Journaling invites the reader to reconnect
with their inner artist while learning how to
create Soul Pages, using simple techniques
and subtle guidelines. Rakefet Hadar is an art
therapist, author and artist. She holds a BA
and MA in Design and a MA in Art Therapy
from Lesley College.
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